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Ratios on the Calculation Method. 11. Effects of
Experimental Design and Error Structure
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Polymer Chemistry, Eindhoven, University of Technology, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

Synopsis
Two calculation methods for estimating reactivity ratios, one method based on the differential Alfrey-Mayo equation and one based on the integrated form of this model, are compared
with respect to precision and bias. Both methods are characterized by the use of information
about the monomer feed composition only and are assumed to be valid up to high conversion.
As only monomer feed composition has to be analyzed, several sampling designs are feasible.
Two extreme designs can. be distinguished. One consists of repetitive sampling of the initial
and final monomer feed mixture, whereas the other consists of sequential sampling during
the course of the reaction. The influence of both designs on the calculated r-values is investigated by means of simulation. In the present paper the second calculation method, based
on the integrated form, is solved by a nonlinear least squares method considering errors in
both variables. This method required additional information about the errorstructure of the
data. As this information is mostly of approximate nature, the influence of misspecification
of this error structure on the calculated r-values is also examined.

INTRODUCTION
In 1944 the simple (differential) copolymer equation was derived by Alfrey
and Goldfinger' and Mayo and Lewis2 This equation describes the ratio of
the instantaneous rates of consumption of the monomers as function of the
instantaneous monomer feed ratio and the two reactivity ratios (the rvalues). By means of GLC techniques the instantaneous monomer feed ratio
can be estimated d i r e ~ t l yThere
.~
are, however, no techniques available to
directly estimate the ratio of the instantaneous monomer consumption. A
number of methods to compute reactivity ratios are developed, based on
the differential equation and on data consisting of the initial monomer feed
ratio and the resulting copolymer composition.
Three factors, two of experimental and one of mathematical nature, will
introduce systematic errors in the calculated reactivity ratios:
(1)The ratio of the instantaneous monomer consumption is approximated by the copolymer composition.
(2) Most copolymerization reactions inevitably show a drift in the molar feed ratio, so a n approximated monomer feed ratio must be
chosen.
* Department of Mathematics, Eindhoven University University of Technology, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands.
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(3)The reactivity ratios are computed, using simple least squares methods, thereby neglecting the error in the so-called independent variable.
For many copolymer reactions the error in the calculated r-values, caused
by the approximations due to factors 1 and 2 increases with increasing
conversion.
In the present paper two calculation methods, which are assumed to be
valid up to high conversion, are considered. One method is based on the
differential copolymer equation, the second on the integrated form of this
equation. Both methods obtain all required information from the monomer
feed composition, so the error due to factor 1 does not exist in this case.
The advance of using a computer allows the use of the integrated copolymer
equation such that the systematic error due to factor (2)can be eliminated.
Patino-Leal et al.4 and Van der Meer et al.5 gave examples of significant
systematic errors due to factor 3. They also described a calculation method
to cope adequately with the error structure of the observation^.^ As this
method is intricate and difficult to implement, relative to the method based
on the differential equation, it seems worthwhile to determine those cases
where it yields significantly better results. To examine both methods prop
erly, experimental data should be simulated because only in that case error
structure and true r-values are known exactly. This is done in the following
way.
First, a number of representative r-values are chosen. For each couple
of r-values true values of the monomer feed ratio and the corresponding
conversion are computed with the aid of the integrated copolymer equation.
Then observations are simulated by disturbing the generated ideal GLC
peak areas by random error. Finally, estimated r-values are recalculated
for each method. In order to obtain a sample of calculated r-values simulation is repeated several times for each method. These samples are compared according to several criteria.
Gas-liquid chromatographic techniques allow for the sampling during the
course of copolymerization reactions. A number of experimental designs
are now conceivable. The two extreme cases are:
(a)the “repeated sampling” design: samples are taken repetitively but
preceding and succeeding the period of reaction, in each case n / 2
times, where n is the total number of “observations” for each experiment; and
(b) the “sequential sampling” design: samples are taken sequentially
n times during the period of reaction, at approximately equal time
intervals.
The effect of the choice of experimental design on the calculated r-values
has been neglected in literature so far and is investigated in the first part
of the present paper.
The second calculation method, the integrated copolymer equation, is
solved with a nonlinear least squares method which takes into account
errors both in conversion and in monomer feed ratio. So this method requires additional information on the observational error structure. As this
information will mostly be of an approximate nature, the sensitivity of the
calculated r-values with respect to misspecification of the error structure
is investigated also by means of simulation.
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SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATION PROCEDURES USED
For the calculation of r-values Alfrey and Mayo derived the simple differential copolymer equation

where d[Ml]/d[M2] is the ratio of the instantaneous rates of consumption
of the monomers by chain propagation and q = [M,]/[M,] is the molar ratio
of the instantaneous monomer feed concentrations.
Watts et aL6 transformed this equation into
dlnM, - rlq+ 1
dlnM,
r2+q
For many copolymerization reactions d lnMl/d lnM, appears to be rather
constant within the kinetic experiment during the reaction even up to high
conversion. This phenomenon was used by defining fl as
dlnM, --

&constant

dlnM,
During the course of the reaction the monomer feed ratio ( q ) is drifting
so a n average feed ratio is introduced by

where qo and q F are the initial and final monomer feed ratios, respectively.
The following equation is now assumed to be valid

fl can now be estimated for each experiment by simple linear regression.6
The set P’s and qA’sobtained in this way, can be used to calculate the rvalues employing a nonlinear least squares method based on eq. (4).This
procedure will be referred to as the WLS (Watts, Linssen, and Schrijver)
method.
The second method presently investigated is based on the integrated form
of the Alfrey-Mayo equation. Integration yields

where x1 = l/(rl - 1>,x 2 = l/(r2- 11, z2 = M2/MZ0,and Mzoand M2 are
the initial and instantaneous concentration of monomer 2.
Van der Meer et al.5 used a nonlinear least squares algorithm considering
errors in both variables, developed by Linssen,I for the estimation of rl and
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r2 This method of estimating r-values will be referred to as the VLG (Van
der Meer, Linssen, and German) method.

SIMULATION AND COMPARISON
Simulation is based on the presumption that reaction mixtures containing
two monomers and a so1ven.t are analysed quantitatively by means of GLC.
These primary experimental data allow all necessary variables to be obtained (monomer feed ratio, conversion M1, M, etc.). The solvent peak is
used as internal standard and is thus to be considered as one of the primary
experimental data.
The integrated form of the Alfrey-Mayo eq. (5) is based on the conversion
of one of the monomers. For simulating purposes, this form is not recommended. When the conversion of one of the monomers is selected, the conversion of the other monomer may attain extremely high or low values
especially if the r-values are very dissimilar. Therefore, a measure of conversion based on the total number of moles reacted is introduced here. This
“total conversion” is defined as
MlO - MI + M,, - M2 = 1 - 2 ,
Conversion, =
MI0 + Mzo
where Mlo and Mm are initial number of moles of M, and M,, respectively;
and MI and M, are instantaneous number of moles of M, and M,, respectively.
The equation used to simulate the “experiments” is based on this “total
conversion” and can be derived by combining eqs. (5) and (6)

For selected couples of r-values, 10 “experiments” with initial monomer
feed ratio (qo)varying from 5 in steps of 0.5 down to 0.5, are chosen. Within
each set of “experiments” the ‘total conversion’ is selected (20 or 40%) and
feed ratios are computed by means of eq. (7). Then, for each “experiment”
ideal GLC peak areas are generated (realistic values are chosen for the
areas of solvent- and initial-M, peak).
I n case of repeated sampling design only initial and final ‘observations’
are simulated and these ideal peak areas are now randomly disturbed by
a normal error with mean zero and standard deviation of l/dE%.This
standard deviation is equal to the standard deviation of the average of 15
random disturbances each with standard deviation of 1%.
In case of sequential design, the “total conversion” is given 30 different
values, starting at 0 and increasing by a fixed amount till a maximum value
of 20 a n d 40% respectively, and the corresponding monomer feed ratios are
computed. From these values ideal peak areas are calculated. ‘Observations’
are simulated by disturbing these ideal peak areas using normal error with
zero mean and standard deviation 1%. From these disturbed areas monomer
feed ratio, degree of conversion, beta, etc, are computed, and these data are
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used to estimate the r-values using the two calculation methods considered
in this paper.
In this way 50 estimates are obtained for both methods and each design.
Note that the difference between the repeated- and sequential sampling
design for calculation method WLS is only caused by the estimation of P.
This P is determined for each experiment either by the initial and final
“observation” with error of l/V‘=%, (WLSR) or by 30 “observations” each
with error 1%spread over the periode of reaction (WLSS). The average
monomer feed ratio is in both cases defined by eq. (3).
There are a number of ways to compare the performance of both methods.
Two useful quantitative measures are the “mean distance”

and the “mean relative distance”
50

MRD

=

1
p=l

V(1 - r I 1 / R J+2 (1 - rIz/R,)2/50,

(9)

where (r,l, rr2)represent the estimated r-values, and R, and R, the corresponding true alues.
In Table I the MRD’s are displayed for all cases and both designs considered here. Displaying MD’s would give similar results.
The results of the simulation can also visually be represented by “approximately smallest 50% frequency regions.” These are (approximately)
the smallest regions that contain 50% of the pairs of estimated r-values.
The regions are ellipsoids in the r,-r,-plane given by
TABLE I
Mean Relative Distance (MRD) for VLG and WLS and Repeated and
Sequential Sampling Designs

R,
0.20

Rz
10

0.35

0.20

0.45

0.02

0.60

0.50

0.90

0.30

2.0

0.10

4.0

0.70

10

0.30

WLS

VLG

Total
conversion

(%I

Repeated

Sequential

Repeated

Sequential

20
40
20
40
20
40
20
40
20
40
20
40
20
40
20
40

0.079
0.024
0.055
0.023
0.419
0.165
0.034
0.014
0.043
0.017
0.158
0.056
0.055
0.023
0.161
0.050

0.149
0.045
0.098
0.043
0.906
0.337
0.064
0.028
0.082
0.035
0.229
0.078
0.101
0.040
0.370
0.104

0.112
0.086
0.062
0.029
0.531
0.422
0.033
0.014
0.043
0.018
0.171
0.128
0.066
0.030
0.271
0.156

0.518
0.169
0.145
0.061
1.320
0.371
0.059
0.027
0.093
0.038
0.270
0.098
0.211
0.060
0.864
0.259
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where and denote the average value of the reactivity ratios, S denotes
the estimated covariance matrix, and
(0.50) the 50% point of the chisquare distribution on 2 degrees-of-freedom.
In Figure 1all 50 estimated pairs of r-values for both methods and both
designs are indicated as given in the legend, also the 50% regions are
displayed. In Figures 2 and 3 these 50% regions are displayed for all cases
and both methods.
In the sequel the following terminology will be used. When the area of
its 50% region is small (large) the method under consideration will be said
to have a large (small) “precision.” When the distance between the center
of the 50% region and the pair of true values of rl and r2is small (large),
the method will be said to have a small (large) “bias.” Small precision or
high bias will give rise to a large mean distance MD and large mean relative
distance MRD.
Figures 2 and 3 and Table I lead to the following conclusions:
(1)Increasing conversion causes smaller mean relative distance for all
cases.
(2) Repeated sampling design is superior to the sequential sampling
design with respect to the MRD. (For WLS there are two exceptions
rl = 0.45 and rl = 2, both 40% conversion.)
(3) For the WLS method sequential sampling design may introduce
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Fig. 1. Fifty simulated estimates for r, (0.20)and r, (10.0) and associated approximately
VLGR, (0)
VLGS,
smallest 50% frequency regions, for both methods and both designs: (0)
WLSR, (+) WLSS. Total conversion, 40%.
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Fig. 2. 50% Ellipsoids for methods (0)
VLGR, (0)
VLGS, (A)WLSR, and (+) WLSS.

bias. This bias however becomes less if conversion increases (compare WLSS 20-40% conversion). On the other hand, increasing
conversion also means increasing bias (compare WLSR 20-40%
conversion). Besides, both causes of bias seem to be negatively influenced by dissimilar r-values (rl = 0.45, r2 = 0.02 have the largest
MRD).
(4) In case of VLG the sampling method introduces no bias. This means
that the increase of the MRD is entirely due to loss of precision.
Note that WLSS may be ‘precisely wrong’ whereas WLSR is ‘roughly right’
(rl = 10,r2 = 0.3, 20% conversion).
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The repeated sampling design is superior to the sequential sampling design. This is caused by the fact that in case of repeated sampling, the 15
observations at both extremes of the observational range carry all the information, whereas in the sequential sampling case, the information is
spread over the whole observational range.
For VLG this difference causes only a loss in precision and gives no rise
to bias. For WLS however j3 and 6 = l//3 is estimated, using simple linear
regression for each experiment, by interchanging the role of the dependent
and independent variables.
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The error in the dependent variable must be substantially larger than
that in the independent variable, in order for the linear regression method
to yield reliable results, and so, either the estimate for fl or the estimate
for l/P may be unreliable.
An advantage of the sequential sampling design is that it allows for modeltesting: deviations from the Alfrey-Mayo model can be detected. As long
as there is some doubt about the validity of the Alfrey-Mayo model, a purely
repeated sampling design is not recommended.

SENSITIVITY OF VLG WITH RESPECT TO
MISSPECIFICATION OF ERRORSTRUCTURE
The gas-liquid chromatographic technique for the analysis of a copolymerization reaction mixture yields direct information on the instantaneous
monomer feed composition in terms of three peak areas: A, = the observed
area of solvent, A , = observed area of monomer 1, and A 2 = observed area
of monomer 2. The observational error in the peak areas are assumed to
be independent with standard deviations:

where ah denotes the “true” value of the observed area and T is a common,
possibly unknown, scale factor. The meaning of hk will be explained as
follows. Denoting

then

This means that on an average the relative errors in A , and A 2 differ a
known factor h l / A , respectively A2/h, from the relative error in A,. The
-effects these errors have on the monomer feed ratio and the degree of
conversion can be computed by means of the law of propagation of errors8
and is described in Van der Meer et al.5
It is essential for the application of VLG that the ratios p 1 = A,/& and
p 2 = AJA, are known. When this knowledge is only of an approximate
nature, it is important for the experimentalist to know how sensitive VLG
is with respect to misspecification of the errorstructure. One way to quantify
this sensitivity is to repeatedly estimate the reactivity ratios each time
using different, but plausible, values of p 1 and p 2 .If the resulting estimates
do not differ significantly the experimentalist can rest assured. If they do,
then additional information concerning p 1 and p 2 is needed, as it is well
known in statistical literatureg that p1 and p 2 are not estimable from the
copolymerization data alone.
During the present investigation a sensitivity study as described above
is carried out as follows: It is assumed that p = p , = p2. Data are simulated
with p = 1 and analyzed according to five specifications:
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Fig.4. Approximatelysmallest 50%frequency regions for r, (0.45)and r, (0.02),misspecified
error structure and calculation method VLGS: (0)p = 1, (0)
p = 1/2,Ca, p = 2, (+) p =
1/4,(X)p = 4. Total conversion, 40%.

p = 1(the right one), 1/2, 2, 1/4,and 4
Both sampling designs are considered. The results for two representative
cases are displayed in Figures 4 and 5 for the sequential sampling design.
These two figures and the calculated results lead to the following conclusions:
(1)For the repeated sampling designs the estimates were found to be
hardly sensitive to the values of p.
(2) For the sequential sampling designs the bias increases for misspecification errors. Especially for p = 0.25 (the errors in solvent peaks
are specified to be four times as large as they actually are), the
bias is significant.
The somewhat surprising conclusion (1)makes it plausible that the biases
of the WLSR results as displayed in Figures 2 and 3 are due to linearization
alone, at least for observational error magnitude as used in this paper. It
is assumed that there is no bias in the observations themselves. Systematic
observation error is expected to result in seriously biased estimated, as
noted by Petrak and Pitts.'*
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